INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGES

Do you speak English?
The first time I was asked this question, my lips wanted to say yes while the movements of my
head said no.
In the balance of things left pending for many speaking English has always been one of them.
How would we feel if we could maintain a conversation with our clients in their maternal
language, finally, know the meaning of songs and the original dialog of our favourite film?
Doctor Ellen Bialystock, (York University) has dedicated her career to the study of what the
effects of speaking various languages can cause to our brain. Doctor Ellen published in a
scientific magazine the benefits that this represents for our health to exercise the brain by
learning a new language.
Her investigations include the relationship between the language and development, the literacy,
the conduct and neuroimage.
The cognitive development is strengthened, the capacity to think, the connection of ideas, mental
agility for taking decisions and avoiding illnesses like Alzheimer’s, an illness that effects more
than 24 million people in the world.
Speaking a second language is not just a simple procedure in our professional training but a why
of strengthening or making our mental health better. If we unit the opportunity to share
experiences with other students, the satisfaction to reach objectives, the endless possibilities of
communication, regardless of where we travel; learn English or any other language is without
doubt an option that can change our perception of life and fill us with satisfaction.
We have paid in occasions big sums of money for entertainment or exhausting activities of
leisure, brief moments that we barely remember. Why not invest in our time and resources in
more healthy initiatives, long-lasting and satisfactory.
Make new friends, create your own cultural exchanges and sign up in the language academy of
the Oasis.
Schedule and prices adapted to your necessities.
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